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Thank you for joining us for
On the Table 2020!

Here's how this will work:

This year's topic is neighborhoods! All across Lexington, neighborhoods are changing.

Some are going through positive changes - and some through negative ones. This year’s On

the Table is built to foster conversations about what is happening in our neighborhoods, so

we can set a vision for how to build them better for everyone.

Start by filling out the survey.

In it, we’ll ask you some

questions about yourself,

where you live, andwhat is

happeningwhere you live.

After the survey, you'll

have a conversation

about your responses.

Where do you find

commonalities with

others at the table?

When you're in your table conversation, remember that this is a

space for dialogue, not debate.

Speak only for yourself and listen to others. If someone says they

have experienced something, believe them.

In the days after your

conversation, if you've

provided your email, we'll

send you a follow-up

survey asking about your

experience.

In the early summer, you'll

get a report that pulls

togetherwhat you and your

neighbors said in the

surveys - and howyou can

get more involved.

We're also sending it to

elected officials & decision

makers so the voices of

residents are clearly heard.

On the Table is an exercise in

local Democracy.

It won't lead to change on its

own, but with all our voices

amplified, we canwork toward a

better Lexington for all!



Participant Survey
Each paper survey that we receive will have to be hand-typed into our digital database. If you have
access, we’d love it if you filled the survey out online at ottlex.org/survey

We're asking what street you live on to get a better understanding of how people identify
neighborhoods and to get more accurate data. It will always be confidential, and will never be shared.

Don't forget to fill out the back!

1.What neighborhood/community do you live in?

2.What is the name of your street? What is the nearest intersecting street?

4.What is goingwell in your neighborhood/community?

5.What is going poorly in your neighborhood/community?

3. Howmanyyears have you lived in this neighborhood/community?



Demographics

5.What do you think could be done to make your neighborhood/community
better?

Email:

Zip Code:

These answers are optional, but help us know how representative our survey responses are.

By providing us with your email address, we will be able to send you a report about your
neighborhood/community. Your email address will never be shared and won't be connected to any of
your survey answers.

Gender: MaleFemale Non-Binary Prefer not to say

Race/Ethnicity: Asian American Indian / Alaskan Native

Hispanic / Latino

Black / African American

WhiteNative Hawaiian / Pacific Islander

Two or more Other:

Highest level of schooling you have completed:

Less than high school diploma High school diploma Bachelor’s degreeAssociate's Degree

Master’s degree Doctorate degree

Age:

Currently Enrolled


